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ABSTRACT: The analysis of the braking system from the aspect of ecology is becoming an important topic today, bearing 

in mind that there is environmental pollution by particles that occur during the wear of the brake pairs. The use of an inertial 

brake dynamometer is one of the methods used in measuring the concentration of formed particles. Overview and analysis of 

tests applied by various authors in the research of particle formation during braking in laboratory conditions on inertial brake 

dynamometers is presented in this paper. Today, the driving cycles prescribed for this area have not yet been defined in 

Europe, so the analysis of numerous tests used in this area in the dynamometer tests has been conducted. UNECE (United 

Nations Economic Commission for Europe) will develop global methodology for measuring particle emissions from 

vehicles’ braking systems. New steps are being taken to achieve this thanks to the World Forum for Harmonization of 

Vehicle Regulations’ Working Party on Pollution and Energy (GRPE), which has initiated activities to develop a rigorous 

test procedure to measure brake particle emissions under standardized conditions. The problem of the non-existence of a 

standard defined test for measuring brake particles has inspired the authors to research that could lead to significant 

conclusions that are the best test could be used in this area. The analysis performed in this paper is mainly based on an 

overview of varied braking parameters, minimum and maximum parameter’s values, number of braking events, etc. This 

study is important for future researchers in this field in terms of selecting cycles or the relevant braking parameters that have 

the greatest impact on the formation of particles (their mass and concentration) when braking a vehicle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-exhaust particulate emissions can be considered one of the 

newly identified problems faced by the modern automotive 

industry. The problem of reducing vehicle engine emissions has 

been successfully implemented, which has been achieved through 

the application of Euro standards, with an addition to modern 

exhaust gas purification systems. Furthermore, the emission from 

the propulsion unit was reduced by the application of hybrid 

vehicle propulsion, as well as the application of electric vehicles. 

However, non-exhaust particulate emissions have been identified, 

the source of which, among other systems on the vehicle, is the 

braking system. It is predicted that the brakes and tires will be one 

of the main sources of particles on the vehicle. When it comes to 

brakes, the most common research is related to PM10 and PM2.5 

emission tests. Particles formed by the wear of friction pairs can 

contain various materials that can be harmful to humans and the 

environment [1,2]. 

Brake wear testing is most often performed using an inertial brake 

dynamometer, pin on disc tribometer, using computer simulations 

or road tests. Although it is a laboratory method, the application 

of an inertial dynamometer can provide the same or the closest 

results to those obtained by road tests. The reason for this is that 

real friction pairs are used like those used on real vehicles. 

Different driving cycles or tests are used to measure the brake’s 

emission. Today, there is still no legally defined test that would be 

used to investigate brakes in terms of formation of particles from 

brake wear. The researchers use various existing driving tests that 

are not prescribed to test the formation of particles, but some have 

been adapted by the authors. Some tests used in the research were 

designed and proposed by the authors. 

The aim of this paper is to review the cycles and tests that have 

been applied in research on the formation of particles during 

braking i.e. wear of friction pairs. Based on the analysis of applied 

driving cycles and tests, future researchers could choose a driving 

cycle, that would suit them or based on existing driving cycles 

they could develop their own driving cycle or test. 
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2. BRAKE DYNAMOMETERS, DRIVING 

CYCLES AND TESTS 

Inertial brake dynamometers are devices used to test brakes in 

laboratory conditions. By their construction, dynamometers are 

closest to real vehicles, bearing in mind that real friction pairs 

(brake pads and rotor-disc) are used, such as those on vehicles. 

Bearing in mind that the tests are performed in laboratory 

conditions, this type of test in relation to real tests allows 

measurement in completely controlled conditions. Furthermore, 

the use of an inertial braking dynamometer also makes it easier to 

monitor and measure the impact of various parameters, but also 

make it possible to adjust different braking parameters. Inertial 

brake dynamometers can also be adapted for different tests, so 

they can be adapted for particle measurement. Brake 

dynamometer developed at the Faculty of Engineering, University 

of Kragujevac, shown in Figure 1, is adapted for measuring the 

concentration of particles formed during braking. The detailed 

construction of BrakeDyno 2020 is described in reference 

Stojanović, 2022 [3]. 

 

Figure 1 BrakeDyno2020 at the Faculty of Engineering, 

University of Kragujevac 

In order to perform the measurement, it is necessary first to define 

what is the goal and subject of the research and the method used. 

In order to be able to compare the obtained results of different 

researches, the prescribed driving cycles or tests are applied. 

Driving cycles, at least when it comes to testing brakes, and those 

that are legally prescribed, are generally characterized by the fact 

that some of the braking parameters are prescribed. Based on the 

prescribed driving cycles, several tests can be performed under 

the same conditions and under the same values of the braking 

parameters. In this way, uniform testing is achieved where the 

obtained values can be compared with other laboratories or 

different braking elements can be tested, and the obtained results 

can be evaluated. In addition to braking cycles, there are various 

driving cycles, among which various European standardized 

braking cycles, Japanese driving cycles, American driving cycles 

are well known. It is important to note that when it comes to 

driving cycles related to the emission of particles caused by brake 

wear, they are not prescribed at the time of writing this paper. 

That why many researchers use driving cycles that mainly aim to 

study other phenomena. But it is evidently striving to prescribe 

driving cycles and methodology in this area by the UNECE 

(United Nations Economic Commission for Europe). Working 

Group on Pollution and Energy of the World Vehicle 

Harmonization Forum (GRPE) has launched activities to develop 

a rigorous test procedure for measurement emissions of brake 

particles under standardized conditions [4]. 

In addition to prescribed tests or cycles, there are also tests that 

are formed by researchers. Thus, in some cases, based on their 

own knowledge or other research, some authors decide to form 

their own test for testing brakes. Thus, in this case as well, for the 

testing of the formed particles in some researches, tests were 

formed by these authors as a proposal for the future prescribed 

tests of the formation of brake wear particles or for their own 

research. This paper will enable researchers to form tests based on 

a review of applied tests and driving cycles, and thus to see the 

applied braking parameters. 

3. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF APPLIED 

DRIVING CYCLES AND TESTS 

In driving cycle analysis, Woo et al. [5] compared particulate 

emissions using five different driving cycles that are well-known 

in the field of motor vehicles. By presenting the obtained results, 

it is noticeable that different results can be obtained, so this 

review paper is important for selecting the appropriate driving 

cycle in the research. 

In previous paper on EuroBrake, Almirall and Cabre [6] have 

analyzed some brake cycles used for testing in the automotive 

industry and worldwide, e.g. in Europe, the United States and 

China. The paper presents two representative driving tests from 

Europe and China, while one is presented from US. The tests 

shown in Figure 2, which are used in China are Yellow Mountain 

and Shanghai, in Europe, they are Mojacar and Barcelona, while 

the test from the United States is the Los Angeles test. The 

minimum speed on the tests is 20 km/h, while the maximum 

speed is 120 km/h, and depending on the driving cycle, these 

values differ. Speeds and decelerations per the braking cycle are 

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Average speeds per test are: Yellow 

Mountain 42 km/h, Shanghai 42 km/h, Mojacar 61 km/h, 

Barcelona 39 km/h, Los Angeles 39 km/h. It can also be noticed 

that the value of deceleration ranges from 0.5 m/s2 to 4 m/s2. 

 

Figure 2 Percentage share of individual speeds in different 

driving cycles [6] 
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Figure 3 Number of brakes (stops) with different 

decelerations per driving cycle [6] 

The two driving cycles used in the automotive industry are the 

Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedure (better 

known as WTPL) and The New European Driving Cycle (better 

known as NEDC) [7]. Figures 4a and 4b graphically show these 

two cycles, i.e. the appearance of these procedures. In the case of 

NEDC, the maximum variable speed is 120 km/h, and the average 

speed is 34 km/h. The maximum deceleration in the case of the 

NEDC cycle is 1.04 m/s2, while the average deceleration is 0.5 

m/s2. In the case of the WLTP test, the maximum speed is 131 

km/h, i.e. the specific values of the speeds that are varied are 56.5 

km/h, 76.6 km/h, 97.4 km/h and 131.3 km/h. The maximum 

deceleration in the case of WTLP is 1.58 m/s2, while the value of 

the average deceleration is 0.39 m/s2. 

а)  

b)  

Figure 4 Graphical representation of driving speed versus 

test duration where: a) NEDC b) WTLP [7] 

Hesse et al. have in research [8] applied WTPL, which has been 

modified and applied for testing brakes, better known as the 

WTPL brake cycle. This test is performed so that there are 310 

brakes according to [9], while according to [10], there are 303 

brakes. In the case of this test, vehicle speed and vehicle 

deceleration vary. Speed varied in the range of 40 km/h to 130 

km/h. The deceleration varied in the range of 0.5 m/s2 to 2 m/s2. 

Also, in the research [11], the WLTP-Brake test driving cycle was 

applied, with the average deceleration being 0.9 m/s2 or 2.2 m/s2; 

the average speed is 42 km/h and the maximum speed is 132 km/h, 

and 303 brakes were performed. The cycle generally lasts 6 hours, 

and ten trips are performed. Figure 5 shows a graphical 

representation of this driving cycle 

 

Figure 5 Graphic representation of Worldwide Harmonised 

Light Vehicle Test Procedure - Brake test driving cycle [12] 

One of the tests that are often used in the brake wear and the 

particle emission research during braking is the test carried out 

under the SAE J2522 standard, namely the AK-master test. Based 

on the SAE J2522 standard, the velocity/pressure test, i.e. 

chapters 6.4.1 to 6.4.5 of the standard, are most often used for the 

analysis of particulate emissions. Table 1 shows the values of the 

parameters that vary, i.e. the specifically prescribed values of the 

initial speed, final speed and brake pressure. The braking pressure 

varies for each initial and final speed value.  

Table 1 Brake parameters of SAE J2522, AK-Master test 

[13,14] 

 
Initial speed 

(km/h) 

Final speed 

(km/h) 

Brake 

pressure 

(bar) 

4.1 40 5 
10, 20, 30, 

40, 50, 60, 

70, 80 

4.2 80 40 

4.3 120 80 

4.4 160 130 

4.5 200 70 

 

Furthermore, one of the tests that are conducted based on the 

standard is the test according to the SAE standard J2707 method 

B, known as Block Wear Evaluation. The cycle is divided into 

several tests or blocks in which the speeds of both initial and final 

speeds, initial conditions and deceleration are varied. Table 2 

shows the values that varied in the braking cycle according to the 

blocks. The braking blocks are divided into run-in test (BT), 

urban road (UR), rural road (RR), highway (HR) and downhill 

(DH). 

Table 2 Brake parameters of Block Wear Evaluation test [15] 

 

Initial 

speed 

(km/h) 

Final 

speed 

(km/h) 

Disc 

temperature 

(oC) 

Decele-

ration 

(g) 

Number 

of stops 

BT 50 4 100 0,25 50 

UR 1 50 4 150 0,25 20 

HR 1 150 80 150 0,4 10 

RR 1 80 4 200 0,35 20 

RR 2 100 4 125 0,4 20 

HR 2 180 80 100 0,5 5 

UR 2 50 4 150 0,25 20 

RR 3 100 4 125 0,4 20 

DH 80 4 350 0,35 5 
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Perricone et al., in the driving cycle used in [16], have carried out 

the variation of parameters: initial and final speed, initial disc 

temperature and deceleration. Table 3 shows the varied 

parameters, which are divided into several tests, i.e. according to 

the category of the road. 

Table 3 Test brake parameters [16] 

 

Initial 

speed 

(km/h) 

Final 

speed 

(km/h) 

Disc 

temperature 

(oC) 

Decele-

ration 

(g) 

Number 

of stops 

BT 50 4 100 0,25 100 

UR 1 50 4 150 0,25 20 

RR 1 80 4 200 0,35 20 

RR 2 100 4 125 0,4 20 

UR 2 50 4 150 0,25 20 

RR 3 100 4  125 0,4 20 

 

Similar to the AK-Master test in reference [17], the braking 

speeds were varied and the pressures in the braking system were 

varied for each speed. The test consists of different blocks in 

which there are different number of brake activations (200 to 

1000) at the same initial temperature (150°C), different pressure 

values (10 bar to 50 bar) and different initial speeds (60 km/h to 

180 km/h). Table 4 shows the braking parameters values as well 

as the number of stops depending on the number of brakes. When 

analyzing the noise generated by braking in the study [18], the 

pressure values are 0.25 MPa (2.5 bar), 0.50 MPa, 1 MPa and 1.5 

MPa (15 bar). In the study [19], the pressure also varied, and the 

values were 5 bar, 10 bar and 15 bar at a constant disc speed of 

135 rpm. 

Table 4 Brake parameters in reference [17] 

Numb

er of 

test 

Number 

of stops 

Initial 

speed 

(km/h) 

Final speed 

(km/h) 

Brake 

pressure 

(bar) 

1 1000 60 3 

10, 20, 30, 40, 

50 

2 1000 80 53 

3 1000 100 80 

4 500 120 104 

5 500 140 126 

6 500 160 148 

7 200 180 170 

 

One of the tests used in the study [20] is 3h-LACT (Los Angeles 

City Traffic). This cycle was also applied in the LOWBRASYS 

project, according to reference [21], where an abbreviated version 

of this test was conducted. An abbreviated version of this test was 

also applied in the research [22]. Based on the previous reference 

a graphical representation of this test is shown in Figure 5, as well 

as an abbreviated version, i.e. the part that was used in the 

mentioned research. The maximum speed value in this test is 

154.33 km/h, the minimum speed value is 16.90 km/h, while the 

average speed value is 53.79 km/h according to [22], while 

according to [15] the average speed value is 49 km/h. During the 

test, 217 brakes were performed [21], and the simulated distance 

was 147.8 km. 

 
Figure 5 Graphical representation 3h-LACT i LACT-20 

[22] 

FTP-75 (Federal Test Procedure) is another driving cycle that can 

be used to test brake wear and particle formation. It is important 

to note that this is one of the tests from the United States. Based 

on [23, 24], data were obtained that the maximum speed in this 

case is 91.25 km/h, while the value of the average speed is 34.12 

km/h, the length of the simulated trip is 17.77 km, and the cycle 

duration is 1877 s. Some of the maximum speed values that are 

reached are 36.86 km/h, 49.57 km/h, 51.82 km/h, 76.44 km/h and 

91.25 km/h. Figure 6 is a graphical representation of this test. 

 

Figure 6 Graphical representation of FTP-75 [25] 

Sanders et al. [26] used two different tests: UDP (Urban 

Dynamometer Program) and the second test is a braking 

simulation according to AMS (Auto Motor und Sport magazine). 

In the case of UDP, initial braking speeds, deceleration and initial 

brake temperature were varied. Initial braking speeds are in the 

range from 37 km/h to 89 km/h. The deceleration in this case 

varied from 0.6 m/s2 to 1.6 m/s2. The initial brake temperature 

depends on which vehicle the research refers to, but for passenger 

vehicles, it ranged from 54oC to 177oC. Twenty-four different 

combinations of parameters were performed in the test, and each 

variation had 41 stops. The AMS test consisted of a total of 10 

repetitions of braking with a deceleration of 0.8g from an initial 

speed of 100 km/h, and the test was repeated 3 times, i.e. a total of 

30 braking. 

In some studies, Japanese driving cycles have been used for 

research particulate emissions, as in [27]. The tests JC05 and JE08 

used to measure the exhaust gas emissions were used. The JC05 

test is used to test the emissions of passenger vehicles, while the 

JC08 test is used for emissions of diesel trucks; both cycles are 

cycles for urban tests. The maximum speed in the case of the 

JC08 test is 81.6 km/h, while for the JE05 test, the maximum 

speed is 87.6 km/h. According to [28], the average speed of the 

JE05 test is 26.94 km/h, and the duration of one cycle is 1800 

seconds. The test duration in the study for the JS08 test, was 1230 

seconds. The total number of stops is 50 per one brake. Figures 7a 

and 7b show graphical representations of these tests. 
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а)  

b)  

Figure 7 Japanese driving tests, а) ЈС08, б) ЈЕ05 [27] 

Hagino et al. [29] varied the speed and deceleration of the vehicle 

on an inertial brake dynamometer in a test developed by the 

authors. The speed values applied in this case were 20 km/h, 40 

km/h, and 60 km/h, while the deceleration values were 0.5 m/s2, 

1.0 m/s2, 1.5 m/s2, and 3.0 m/s2. An example of the measurement 

of PM10 particles according to the varied parameters is shown in 

Figure 8. In this case, the release of particles during re-

acceleration of the vehicle was also examined. 

 

Figure 8 Influence of varied parameters during 

measurement of PM10 particle emission [29] 

Similar to previous research, Iijima et al. [30] during the research 

also investigated the influence of particle formation by varying 

the vehicle speed and deceleration during braking for three 

different brake pads. Table 5 shows the combinations of 

parameters that varied during the research. The three simulated 

speeds are 40 km/h, 50 km/h and 60 km/h, and the deceleration 

values are 1.0 m/s2, 2.0 m/s2 and 3.0 m/s2. 

Table 5 Test brake parameters [30] 

Brake 

pad 

number 

Initial speed 

(km/h) 
Deceleration 

(m/s2) 

 

Number of 

stops 

1. 60 3.0 15 

1. 60 2.0 15 

1. 60 1.0 15 

1. 50 3.0 20 

1. 50 2.0 20 

1. 50 1.0 20 

1. 40 3.0 30 

1. 40 2.0 30 

1. 40 1.0 30 

2. 60 2.0 15 

2. 50 2.0 20 

2. 40 2.0 30 

3. 60 2.0 15 

3. 50 2.0 20 

3. 40 2.0 30 

 

Based on the road test [32], a cycle was made in [31], in which 

various parameters such as specific braking power (SBE), initial 

and final speeds and deceleration were varied. Table 6 shows the 

applied parameters, however, it is important to say that the 

deceleration values in this study is from 0.16 m/s2 to 0.31 m/s2 

and depending on the initial speeds which are 36 km/h, 52 km/h, 

57 km/h, 70 km/h and 79 km/h.  

Table 6 Brake test parameters [31,32] 

SBP 

(J/kg) 

Initial 

speed 

(km/h) 

Final 

speed 

(km/h) 

Disc 

temperature 

(oC) 

Decele-

ration 

(g) 

Num. 

of 

stops 

25 

36 26 70 0.16 2 

36 26 90 0.16 18 

36 26 110 0.16 83 

36 26 130 0.16 56 

36 26 150 0.16 24 

36 26 170 0.16 8 

75 

52 28 70 0.23 5 

52 28 90 0.23 16 

52 28 110 0.23 22 

52 28 130 0.23 25 

52 28 150 0.23 12 

52 28 170 0.23 8 

125 

57 5 70 0.25 2 

57 5 90 0.25 3 

57 5 110 0,25 6 

57 5 130 0,25 8 

57 5 150 0,25 1 

175 

70 17 110 0,31 1 

70 17 130 0,31 2 

70 17 170 0,31 1 

225 79 20 110 0,24 1 

 

 An interesting test was performed by Niemann et al. [33] where it 

is specific that, in addition to other parameters, the braking torque 

is also varied. In the test, four speeds of 50 km/h, 74 km/h, 98 

km/h and 123 km/h were applied. Braking torque in this study 

depended on speed. The braking torque had values of 1120 Nm 

(for a speed of 50 km/h), 753 Nm, 568 Nm and 455 Nm (for a 

speed of 123 km/h). 350 stops were made in the measurement.  

In the research [34] a test was conducted in 5 cycles of 500 

braking at speeds from 60 km/h to 0 km/h. Braking was 

performed with a constant deceleration of 2 m/s2. Each cycle has a 

constant temperature at the beginning of braking, the first at 

100C, the second at 200C, the third at 300C, the fourth at 

400C and the fifth again at 100C. The purpose of repeating the 

cycle at 100ºC is to check whether the wear is repeated, even after 

exposure to high temperatures.  
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Two tests were performed in the research [35], namely variations 

of contact pressure between the contact surface of friction pairs 

and velocities. During the speed variation test, the pressure 

between the friction pairs was always 2.44 N/mm2 (24.4 bar), 

while the varied speed values were 19.8 km/h (136 stops), 62.6 

km/h (44 stops) and 153.4 km/h (18 stops). In the case of pressure 

variations between friction pairs, the disc speed was always 62.6 

km/h, while the variations in pressure values were 0.54 N/mm2 

(5.4 bar) and 2.44 N/mm2 (24.4 bar), a total 44 stops were 

performed. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The importance of studying brake wear and particle formation is 

of great importance for reducing the emission of generated 

particles that tend to be one of the leading environment polluters 

whose sources are vehicles. One of the ways to test the brakes is 

to use an inertial brake dynamometer, which provides the results 

closest to those that would be obtained in real conditions. 

Today, different driving cycles are used to test the formation of 

particles during braking. For now, there is no standardized 

methodology for conducting the test. Therefore, the authors use 

driving cycles that are intended for some other tests or develop 

their own driving cycles, i.e. tests. 

Based on a review of various studies in which the measurement of 

particles formed during braking was mainly performed, it can be 

concluded that parameters such as initial brake disc temperatures, 

initial speeds and final speeds, deceleration or pressure in the 

braking system varied. When it comes to final speeds, in some 

studies, depending on the initial speed, final speeds are defined, 

which are often higher than 0 km/h, i.e. there is no complete 

stopping of the rotor. In some cases, however, the final speed is 

equal to the speed of complete stop of the rotor. Also, when it 

comes to the defined braking cycles, in some cases the whole 

cycle was not performed, but only a part of that cycle. There is 

also a difference in the number of repetitions of the same test or 

the same cycle. 
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